
Take the quiz and find out!
Simply pick the answers that describe you best  
and count how many As, Bs and Cs you get.

1. My bedroom is . . .
A. Black, with a four poster bed and 

bat-patterned wallpaper.        

B. Pink, glittery and full of flowers, but really I prefer 
sleeping outside under the stars.

C. Pink and black, with a starry quilt and turret window.

2. When I get ready in the morning I . . .
A. Spend ages grooming my hair, using plenty 

of hair gel and a fine toothed comb to make sure 
it is perfectly neat.

B. Wave my wand to give myself a different 
hairstyle every day and sprinkle a bit of glitter 
for extra sparkle.

C. My hair is wild and full of knots. I just let it 

do its thing!

3. If I could eat anything for lunch  
I would have . . .
A. Tomato juice, a red smoothie and tomatoes . . . 

anything red, really!

B. Buttercup soup to start followed by acorn 
pancakes and flower-nectar yoghurt.

C. Peanut butter on toast with a big slice of 
carrot cake for pudding.

4. My perfect day would be spent . . .
A. I don’t like doing activities during the day, I’d much 

prefer to stay up all night and do some stargazing.

B. Foraging in the woodland, having magical campfires 
and going swimming . . . anything with nature!

C. Having glittery tea parties, doing a bit of flying, 
and practising my ballet.

5. My ideal pet and companion would be . . .
A. A bat with silky fur and beady black eyes.

B. Any of the animals I meet in the woods or 
by the streams.

C. A cute but intelligent rabbit.

Are you more vampire or fairy? 
Half vampire, half fairy, totally unique!
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If you picked mostly As: 

If you picked mostly Bs: 

If you picked mostly Cs: 

You are a sleek vampire! You love the night, fl ying with 

You are a glittering fairy! You love nature and spending 

Like Isadora, you are half-vampire and half-fairy  

your pet bat, and glazing up at the stars.

your time picking fl owers, playing in streams and 

and totally unique!

making everything magical.
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